Visits to the the Bros family guitar-making workshop will be hold whenever we
reach the minimum number of 10 guests per group if the Luthier is available
ITINERARY
-

-

-

Prepack: we will send you an email with a map and basic instructions on how
to get to the starting point
0 --- 15 min: welcome at the starting point, by Adam, a grandson of the founder of
the family luthier business that keeps the artisanal tradition of guitar making.
Adam will brief you on how the visit will be organised that day.
15min --- 1h: visit and explanation of the lutier art, Adam will show you the
different steps undertaken for guitar making, and depending on the specific phase
of the process, he will invite you to join and do some of the tasks they will be doing.
During the visit you will meet his father, the family member with the master artisan
condition, focused on some of the parts of the guitar he will be making at that
moment.
1h --- 1h30min: guitar show, during the last part of the visit Adam will show you
the different type of guitars they create in their workshop. Those knowing how to
play would have the chance to test how guitars sound.

Family Bros poster

Parts of the guitars in the workshop

THINGS TO BRING:
-

Closed shoes (closed shoes are advisable for walking in the workshop)

BASIC DATA OF THE EXPERIENCE
-

MAX SIZE OF GROUP: 20 PEOPLE
NUMBER OF HOSTS ACCOMPANYING THE GROUP: 1 and Adam (the host
speaking English)
DATES: every time we reach a minimum of 10 guests in a group if the Luthier
is available.
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The price includes: welcome at the meeting point, 1 host speaking in English translating and
guiding; hosting of Adam; final show of guitars.
Additional services: for translation. If translation is not needed no additional services will be charged.
The price does not include: transportation, other meals & drinks, insurance or any service not
mentioned in the paragraph above
* Payment of the price implies that you have read and accepted the terms and conditions ruling
all activities and holidays of to the core of things s.l.u
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